… Assisting a Return to Natural Health
By Justin Allen

Introduction
Although public interest in the procedures and results of alternative health remedies and technologies is becoming more
widespread, there are many integrative health professionals who are realizing the difficulties in turning that public
interest into public understanding. Aggressive innovation is the primary component to advancing any new and influential
knowledge that can affect the way humans perform certain tasks; especially those concerned with our health and
wellness. With new and more natural treatment routines such as using frequency‐specific technology and chelation,
many potentially harmful orthodox treatments, such as chemotherapy and cancer surgeries, are being successfully left
behind by patients during their pursuit of effective health reclamation. However, numerous clients who have found
themselves navigating the path back to optimal health through alternative modalities are left with incorrect or
incomplete guidance because many practitioners are also not very well educated on these potential new forms of
therapy. Nevertheless, there are still many within the field of alternative health treatments that are working extensively
to embrace and maintain forward progress in promoting and developing these tools that are gradually re‐shaping the
trends in personal health care.
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One of the rising stars in the innovation of these new modalities is Jordan DeJonge, an associate with
the Born Clinic of Preventative Health Care in Grand Rapids, Michigan. While the clinic's primary focus
is integrative medicine, it is Jordan who is one of the leading innovators in these new technologies. It
shouldn't be such a surprise that his dedication and innovation have created such forward movement
in these areas of innovation as he is the son of the late Dr. Robert DeJonge.

Mr. Jordan DeJonge is a technologist working with the Born Preventative Health Care Clinic in Grand Rapids, Michigan,
where he assists clients with biofeedback assessment sessions and handles a list of other responsibilities as well.
Jordan’s father, the late Dr. Robert DeJonge, was widely‐known and applauded for his research on and speeches given
over Lyme disease, complimentary medicine, and autism. That “inherited” enthusiasm to help people in need now
exhibits itself through Jordan’s own unique efforts and progress in
developing new tools and protocols that will help bring clients to
an optimal health status. To accomplish his goal of providing the
best care and consultation, he works closely with the
manufacturers that offer the required therapy modules, the tools,
by maintaining a flow of communication with them that allows him
to keep up to date with any headway or adjustments within the
scope of these alternative strategies. As an experienced
practitioner, he also has the liberty to openly suggest guided methods which can be employed with these new
instruments and tools; a limitation that is often encountered by many equipment manufacturers of integrative health
technologies. Jordan has also done exceptionally well in bringing his passion to the digital forefront in order to generate
exposure for these alternative health methods. Those interested can find that on www.YouTube.com, he has uploaded a
wide number of user experiences, instructional videos for equipment usage and software utility, and presentations of
multiple instruments he has obtained from companies such as Zyto and Pulsed Technologies, that briefly describe their
capabilities and potential. His initiative to convey as much possible quality information about these unique assessment
methods and treatment technologies is a worthy marker from which many other practitioners can take note.
Jordan has gained much experience in his years spent working with alternative remedies and indeed carries his own
distinct outlook when it comes to caring for clients: “Everything can be structured with frequencies,” he claims, “…you’re
avoiding labeling something as a disease which [I honestly feel] can affect belief structure and have potential
psychosomatic consequences.” Over time he has gathered an extensive digital library of these unique frequencies that
he uses with software provided for remote
assessments and therapy sessions which has
reduced his total workload and increased his
labor’s all‐around effectiveness greatly. His
number of daily visits has shrunk from seeing
nearly 15 people a day to approximately 12
per week. At the Born Preventative Health
Care Clinic, Mr. DeJonge also has the authority
to discuss with users a recommended and
affordable supplemental regimen to follow
alongside treatment. He mentions that, “One
legitimate complaint that I’ve heard many
times,
and also agree with, is that the
Jordan’s passion and activism for helping produce wide information about alternative
health therapies has become, in a way, a call to arms for other practitioners to
encourage those in medical need to seek out natural and alternative methods of
treatment
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Zyto Data Assessments direct many users to the private and more expensive
supplement companies. I consider not only the supplements for clients, but
also health food items they may require. I help direct them to quality brands
like NOW, which produces supplements for more affordable prices than other
companies that may be caught in multi‐level market schemes.” His concern
for healthy treatment solidifies itself when it’s realized that Jordan is not only
working to assist others, but he has been working closely with companies like
Pulsed Technologies for his benefit as well; to develop means that better help
with controlling his own Lyme symptoms when needed. So, not only is Jordan
DeJonge a dedicated practitioner, he is also one of his own clients.
For this article, I discussed with Mr. DeJonge his various responsibilities at the
Born Clinic and his preferred methods of therapy and interaction with
patients, amongst other aspects of his career. His enthusiasm to innovate
these fresh modalities is clear when he speaks of his personal research and
trials conducted in order to provide the public with the clearest guidance that
highlights the importance of taking charge of one’s own health.

How long have you been working with the Born Clinic and what are
your responsibilities there?
“I've worked at Born Clinic since 2009 and my responsibilities at first were
running the Ondamed and interpreting frequency data. Now I am in charge of
running the Zyto to determine which frequencies to run through the PFG/P3
Pro and again interpreting data for physicians.”

How did you become involved with the work that you're doing now?
“I became involved when I was offered a chance to learn to conduct
biofeedback with both the Asyra and Ondamed, both now considered
relatively older systems. However, during an extended training session, I was
able to view a demonstration on how to utilize the machinery which was
extremely helpful in giving me new insights I had not yet considered.”

Was there any specific reason you had for wanting to work with the
development of these technologies?
“I enjoy assisting in the continued development of these technologies because
it's not only necessary for my clients, it has also helped me overcome any
Lyme symptom I've had. The conventional medical community is doing a
horrible job at diagnosing and treating tick‐borne illness, especially combined
with fungal co‐infections.”

What work (development) do you do with the Pulsed Technologies
instruments? Are you dedicating personal time to developing
possible new features for the instruments you're using?
“Specific development work that I have done is fairly extensive. The first thing
I personally worked on was inputting frequencies into the Zyto which now
numbers just under 9000 seperate frequencies. Zyto has always been used to
input digital signatures of supplements and I wondered, "Why not
frequencies?"
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So Pulsed Technologies private library, the CAFL, Hulda Clark’s frequencies, etc.
were all compiled with descriptions into the Zyto. There are standard lists like my
PPLED library – which lists 574 basic frequencies ‐ and then micro‐step variations
that are absolutely necessary to find high distributions "hits" on clients. The
Pulsed Technologies PPLED, PFG, and P3 have all gone through such great
improvements since I've been working with them that I'm truly blown away by the
development. The VAS (vascular autonomic signal/vascular tension change)
method is onestrategy that I've never fully abandoned and which I learned with
Ondamed and now applied to the Pulsed Tech instruments which gives me a lot
more detail. PulsedTech makes software available with specific calculators and
other programs to help find a direct map of frequencies responding to the client
which may not be represented in my Zyto frequency list.”

Other than the Pulsed Technologies products, what other modalities do
you use to help clients? Can those instruments be used alongside PT
equipment in the same regimen for treatment?
“Other than Pulsed Tech equipment, I now only use the Zyto, which again suggests
to me what frequencies should be input into the PFGLab software. The frequencies
I have can be shared through my common license with other practices under the
"select" license I'm told. Most people coming to me usually don't have a diagnosis.
With the Zyto assessment and Pulsed Tech frequencies exposure and responses
usually lead to specific traditional blood work the doctors can use to direct
therapy.”

What was it that caused you to begin using the frequency equipment
built by Pulsed Technologies after having used a competitor’s machines
beforehand?
“I was using the PFG2z side by side with the Ondamed for around a year. The PFG
was outperforming a much more expensive unit so the choice wasn't based on
specs or internet reviews; it was based on actual outcomes which were greatly
improved with the PFG2Z/PPLED combo I initially purchased. The business
environment at that time was moving to cash based at the same time as
insurances were becoming more constrictive and the clients’ insurance companies
basically stopped coming through so it was up to them to locate effective therapy
on their own.”

How did your managers respond to you bringing in the Pulsed Tech
equipment to integrate usage for clients? Did the Born Clinic already
use resonant frequency or pulse generation for any treatments?
“My managers quickly saw the same thing my clients did which was being
able to effectively address more issues in less time due to higher and more
accurate frequencies. The frequencies and instruments were also much
friendlier to multiple‐chemical sensitivity and electro‐sensitive people, so
there were less contra‐indications to this and happier clients.”

Do you perform any treatments for clients yourself? Do you assist
practitioners with administering treatments?
“I run the machines for the clients and I assist in set up programs as needed
for them to run on their own devices. I also give a demonstration to clients
that are unaware of the purpose to what I am showing and help them better
understand the unit function also.”
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At a time when people with declining health have been abandoned by conventional therapies, exhausted their
insurance’s coverage and financial resources, and continue to search for more favorable and overall more beneficial
means, the tireless efforts of ambitious men and women such as Jordan DeJonge continue to culminate more stage‐time
for the premiere of these new alternative solutions. The matter of regaining and maintaining one’s health rightfully
should remain the responsibility of the individual; however, the journey to locating these methods should not have to be
taken alone. The guidance already made available by Mr. DeJonge and others working with integrative health
technologies is a strong reminder that there are truly concerned professionals passionately looking to help those with
medical needs in a natural and effective way. Jimmie Holman of Pulsed Technologies Research has worked closely with
Jordan on many occasions and speaks very well of his exceptional efforts and successes. He says that, “Jordan has made
wonderful contributions to the technology and has provided valuable insights for practical and future use.” He also
praises, “It is tremendously rewarding for a designer to see his work being fully understood and well utilized for its
intended purposes and beyond. Very few that have been introduced to these technologies have taken them to the
public stage with the same enthusiasm and competence as Jordan. He seems to have hit the ground running with no
stopping in mind for any time soon. This is what the healing art should be!”
In short, it is clear that Jordan DeJonge’s desire to develop accessible integrative therapy technologies with the very best
tools available and promote information for the concerned public has set a smooth cornerstone for others to build upon
while working to influence these blossoming trends in fulfilling personal health and wellness needs.
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The Born Preventive Health Care Clinic is a private family
health care clinic that exists to teach and heal the sick by blending
the best of traditional and non-traditional therapies to provide a
natural approach in patient care.
3700 52nd Street SE, Grand Rapids, Michigan 49512
Phone (616) 656-3700 Fax (616) 656-3701
Website www.BornClinic.com
Mr. Jordan DeJonge may be contacted directly @ 616-460-9038 or email jordyd_1999@yahoo.com.
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Jordan DeJonge YouTube Channel ‐

“Ondamedjedi”

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=SeRZmQwe3z0

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=doCs9DSFOgM

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=PYe6bYtxG34

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=agHKwiXuwiY

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Q0TsE6vWP0c

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ZaFMzPtqWRc

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=gHKB8MMIJc0

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=HWtoY9EvgBU

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=0q8J0VCSR_M

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=TPhu0aKGV8U
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